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Dear Sir

-

Exclusivc dealing notification N92776 lodged by GeelongPort Pty Limited draft notice
We refer to our meeting in Melbourne on 5 October 2007 and enclose the following documents by way of
further information and further submissions in relation to the above matter:
(a)

an Additional Information Report from Meyrick & Associates. 'This Report responds to
numerous questions raised by the ACCC in our meeting on 5 October in relation to congestion,
market failure and pricing;

(b)

a set of surnmarised submissions concerning the environmental benefits of the figee crane system
together with a summarised statement of the facts asserted by GeelongPort in regard to the
alternative supply of' mobile hoppers and grabs; and

(c)

a schedule outlining the competing assertions and responses in relation to figee versus ships gear
costs with some additional comments from Geelongport.

GeelongPort would be happy to meet again with the ACCC to address any queries that may arise out of'the
enclosures. GeelongPort would also welcome an opportunity to discuss the form and content of the
undertakings it has offered as a means of' moving towards a mutually acceptable outcome
Please contact us if you would like to arrange a meeting or have any questions in relation to GeelongPort's
position.
Yours faithfully

/

Paul Gribble, Partner
+618 94268493
pgribble@claytonutz.com
Enclosure

-

1.

-

-

Environmental submissions
GeelongPort puts forward the following summary of its position in relation to the public
benefits associated with the figee crane system from an environmental point of view:

1.I

1.2

Fundamentals
(a)

Geelongport has serious social and legal responsibilities in relation to the
minimisation of product spillage and the escape of dust into the harbour or beyond
the Port boundaries. The importance of these fundamental obligations was recently
highlighted at the Port of Esperance in Western Australia where lead dust escaping
from the Port resulted in major health and contamination issues for the Esperan~ce
community. (See Education and Health Standing Committee Inquiry into the Cause
and Extent of Lead Pollution in the Esperance Area 6 September 2007).

(b)

GeelongPort strongly believes that wherever more environmentally efficient
infrastructure systems are available then it will always be in the public interest to
use the more environmentally efficient infrastructure in preference to less
environmentally efficient alternatives.

(c)

From an environmental management best practice point of view, the management
of dust and product spills fundamentally requires implementation of the best
engineering solution that is available with the primary engineering system backed
up with supporting practices and procedures. The figee crane system is the best
engineering solution available at Lascelles Wharf for the management of dust and
product spillage. GeelongPort firmly believes that continued use of the less
environmentally efficient ship's gear system in preference to the figee system in
relation to non-self discharge vessels falls short of GeelongPort's social and legal
responsibilities. The question begs as to why it is in the public interest to allour a
less environmentally efficient handling system to prevail when a better one is
readily available at Lascelles Wharf?

The Figee Crane System is more environmentally efficient than the sliip's
gear system?
The figee crane system and the ship's gear and mobile hopper system of unloading bulk
fertilisers, clinker cement, calcite and similar products at the Port of Geelong both involve
omissions of airborne dust and spillage of product. However, there are important
environmental differences between the figee crane system and the ship's gear system in regard
to the amount of dust and the nature and extent of any spillages. The differences are illustrated
in the following submissions:
(a)

In assessing the environmental impacts of figee crane use versus ship's gear arid
mobile hoppers, it is necessary to look at the complete figee system not just th.e
crane and grab component.

(b)

The figee crane grabs fully contain the product being discharged. Typically the
ship's gear grabs that have been used over the last 5 years at the Port are open or
partially open grabs and, as a result, the ship's gear grabs do not fully contain the
product. For example, when a larger bite of the product is taken than the ship's gear
grab has capacity for, the excess product is squeezed out the top of the grab spilling
onto the ships deck, into the water and onto the wharf. The figee crane grabs have
sufficient spare volume at the top of the grab to contain any "over grabbing" of
product.

(c)

To the extent that any product does spill from the figee grabs, it spills only onto the
wharf and not into the harbour as is often the case with ship's gear grabs. The
principal reason being the environmental efficiency of the closed figee grabs ,and

the environmental efficiency of the figee crane save alls that are an integral part of
the figee crane system. The figee crane save alls are much larger and tighter
barriers than the portable save alls that can be used with ship's gear grabs and
mobile hoppers. The figee crane save alls are also an integral part of the figee
hopper system and are always in the right place to direct spillage onto the berth well
away from the berth apron and the water. They are hydraulically lowered high up
onto the ships hull and move with the hopper and figee cane system between holds.

In contrast, the ships gear system utilises save alls that are much smaller in length,
width and height. Due to their limited size any product that is captured is basically
directed just beyond the wharf apron which makes cleanup difficult. The ships gear
save alls need to be physically moved by a forklift or similar, which requires the
stevedore to be diligent and committed to providing labour to regularly move the
save alls. The experience at GeelongPort (especially on afternoon and night shift)
with this type of system is that more often than not the hoppers are moved as
loading moves between holds but the save alls are not moved. the result being that
any spillage as the grab moves from the hold to hopper ends up in the water.
Put simply, product spillage onto the wharf deck only as opposed to spillage into
the harbour as well as onto the wharf deck is a significant environmental point of
advantage that the figee crane system has over the ship's gear and mobile hopper
system.
(d)

Geelongport has committed to a capital investment programme (expenditure of
approximately 950,000) that will see all the existing figee grab shells either
upgraded or replaced over the next five years to ensure that any figee crane grab
spillage issues that may arise due to wear and tear are minimised.

(4

When trucks are overloaded due to inaccurate discharge they then, after having
been across the Port's weighbridge, have to tip off product off the truck directly
onto the wharf to ensure they are not illegally overloaded when they leave the Port.
This is a regular occurrence and is an environmentally adverse practice that is
unique to the mobile hopper discharge process. The reason being that discharge of
product into trucks from mobile hoppers relies on guess work as to the quantity
discharged. When the guess work is wrong, product has to be tipped off the truck
onto the wharf to ensure that the truck can leave the Port with a legal load. This
problem does not occur with the figee crane hopper discharge system.

(0

Geelongport has fitted load cells to each of its figee crane hoppers. These cells
ensure that
tonnages are discharged from the hopper into the truck each time.
As a result, trucks loaded under the figee crane system are not overloaded and do
have to tip off any product onto the wharf.

(g)

In an effort to minimise the environmental problems associated with truck tip offs,
BSBC once trialled the use of a weight platform with its mobile hoppers. The trial
failed as the weight platform was not a successful means of accurately loading
trucks in order to avoid the tip off problem. The accurate load cell system that is
unique to the Figee crane hoppers, remains the only accurate method for loading
trucks in the Port and consequently minimising environmental impacts of truck tip
offs of product onto the wharf deck.

(h)

Truck tip offs of product onto the wharf creates environmental problems that are
avoided under the figee crane system. In particular, truck tip offs result in tipped
off product being driven over by other trucks and crushed creating more dust and
distribution of that dust outside of the Port boundaries by truck tyres and wind.
This problem does not occur under the figee crane system.

(9

Put simply, truck tip offs are a unique environmental problem associated with the
use of mobile hoppers. The more that the figee crane system is used, the less
incidents of truck tip offs there are in the Port and the environmental impact of the
unloading process is therefore lower. In GeelongPort's submission, any opportlunity
to minimise deck spillage and truck tip off of product should be regarded as a
matter of public interest and benefit.

6)

In BSBC's submissions dated 27.03.07, it is stated that "BSBC's hoppers do not
have weighing mechanisms, but operators can load trucks to within a tonne ancl do
not have any issues with 'tip offs' or having to be reloaded and reweighed prior to
leaving the port." BSBC's assertion that there are no issues with tips offs is simply
wrong. The photographs tendered with GeelongPort's earlier submissions show the
extent to which tip offs create considerable environmental problems in conjunction
with mobile hopper use.

(4

The figee crane hoppers are much larger than the mobile hoppers. This is an
important difference as it lessens the amount of airborne dust that is generated
under the figee crane system compared with the mobile hopper system. The mode
of figee crane discharge and the load weighing cell system on the figee hoppers
allows GeelongPort to reduce the dust on discharge into the hoppers because the
system makes it easier to leave a soft bed of product in the figee hopper onto which
the next load of product is dumped. This produces less dust than dropping product
directly onto the steel walls of the hopper as is the case with the smaller mobile
hopper system.

(1)

When cement clinker is discharged using the figee cranes, a dust extraction system
is fitted around the figee hopper - basically a series of containers, tarpaulins and a
dust extraction unit. This system was trialled using a BSBC mobile hopper but, due
to the cumbersome nature of the hoppers, especially when moving them, the trial
was unsuccessfU1. The dust extraction system only works on the figee hopper
system and therefore results in less airborne dust omissions when figee cranes are
used in clinker discharge.

(m)

In BSBC's 22 June 2007 submission, photographs are included which show figee
cranes in use together with airborne dust and product spilled onto the wharf deck
alongside the vessel. GeelongPort has never suggested that the figee crane system
does not produce airborne dust or involve a small degree of product spillage directly
onto the wharf deck alongside the vessel. The BSBC photographs show the type of
omissions that can occur in certain conditions. However, as submitted earlier, the
ship's gear and mobile hopper systems produce more airborne dust and spread the
dust and product spill over a significantly wider area including the truck tip off
areas. What BSBC's photographs do not show is the wider areas of the wharf that
remain cleaner during figee crane discharge due to the absence of truck tip off's.

(4

In combination, the following adverse environmental impacts that are unique .to the
ship's gear and mobile hopper system of discharge are by no means trivial:
(0

the ship's gear system is not the best engineering solution available at
Lascelles Wharf to manage dust and product spillage;

(ii)

the ship's gear system increases the spill of product into the harbour as a
result of inferior save alls;

(iii)

the ship's gear system produces higher airborne omissions due to product
hitting bare steel sections of the mobile hopper (as opposed to a soft bed
of residual product);

(iv)

the ship's gear system involves trucks tipping off product directly onto
the wharf;

(v)

the ship's gear system does not incorporate a dust extraction system on
hoppers during clinker discharge; and

(vi)

the ship's gear system generates the spreading of tipped off product by
truck tyre and by wind movement of product that is crushed by truck
tyes.

Availability of Hoppers and Grabs
After reviewing the situation regarding the ongoing availability of mobile hoppers and grabs,
GeelongPort s m a r i s e s the facts as follows:
(a)

Grabs are readily available and easily transportable between ports either by road or
ship. It is common practise to move grabs around and it is a practise that occurs on
a regular basis at GeelongPort. There are a number of grab suppliers including but
not limited to Bruce Stevens, Bulk Cargo Services and the shipping companies
themselves. In terms of hoppers there are currently four hoppers available for hire at
GeelongPort. Two are owned by Bruce Stevens and two by Incitec Pivot. Incitec
Pivot's hoppers are available for commercial hire at very competitive rates. Whilst
hoppers are not as easy to transport as grabs they can be moved between ports if the
opportunity is significant enough to absorb the transport cost. The supply of
hoppers is a contestable market and in our opinion is not constrained by any issues
regarding transport. By way of example if one of the GeelongPort self discharge
ship customers that is currently serviced by Bruce Stevens was to go out to tender
then it would be quite reasonable to expect that a competitor would bid for the work
and then relocate hoppers to the port to service that contract.

(b)

The Incitec Pivot hoppers are permanent to the port so even if Bruce Stevens was to
remove his hoppers there will still be hoppers available in the port for customers to
utilise.

I

'Increased costs to smaller users']:

1

"6.82 Some interested parties submit that the notified conduct results in
smaller port users paying higher discharge rates than larger customers
at Lascelles Wharf, therefore placing smaller customers at a
competitive disadvantage to larger customers.

1

6.83 As previously described in Chapter 2 of this Draft Notice,
GeelongPort's figee crane rates i r e set on a sliding scale based on
tonnes discharged. This means that customers discharging smaller
volumes at Lascelles Wharf are charged a higher tariff rate than
customers discharging larger volumes.
6.84 GeelongPort admits that:

1

heading 'Higher Port Charges for Some Customers']:
8.30 Paragraph 6.93 of the Draft Notice refers to BSBC's claim that
the cost of using its hoppers and grabs can be as low as one
quarter of the cost of using the figee cranes particularly (but
apparently not exclusively) for small volumes of the product.
The ACCC amears
.. to have relied on BSBC's claim in that regard
in reaching the conclusions which appear in the Draft ~ o t i c e - -

8.31

BSBC's claim appears to be an extreme one. GeelongPort has
seen no credible evidence to support it. Indeed, the claim
appears to be contradicted by the submissions of Port users.

8.32

The ACCC has received submissions from ESA and Impact
Fertilisers. The submissions claimed that there would be a cost
disadvantage in discharging using the figee cranes and discharge
using a combination of ship based cranes together with mobile
grabs and hoppers.

8.33

The alleged cost disadvantage (e.g. $5.15 pmt as compared to
$7.16 pmt) identified in the submissions from ESA and Impact
Fertilisers is significantly different to the cost difference asserted
by BSBC. That difference strongly suggests that BSBC's
assertions are unsound.

8.34

There are also a number of difficulties with BSBC's cost
comparison and these difficulties detract from its probative
value.

8.35

First, it is unclear whether the cost comparison properly takes
account of that portion of the cost of chartering the vessel which
is referrable to the hire of ship based gear. Unless all relevant
costs are brought to bear, no meaningful comparison may be
made.

"On isolated cargoesfor small tonnages and there is no contract in place
between the Port and the customer, then ships gear may be cheaperfor
these once off events."

6.85 However, GeelongPort submits that figee crane charges can be
significantly reduced from the tariff rates when volume agreements
are negotiated with it. In addition, GeelongPort submits that it
encourages customers to share cargoes on larger vessels, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the wharf and helping to minimise
customer discharge costs. When customers share cargoes, the figee
crane hire rate is charged based on the total tonnes discharged from
the vessel, rather than each customer's individual tonnes. It advises
that it is common place for this to occur.
6.86 In contrast, a confidential submission from an interested party
suggests that by hiring grabs and hoppers from other suppliers, it is
able to fix its costs, regardless of parcel size, at tariff levels well
below GeelongPort's current sliding tariff rates.
6.87 Impact Fertilisers also submits that vessels with onboard cranes do not
utilise a sliding scale in terms of tonnes discharged. In addition,

8.36 Secondlv. the costs auoted in the Draft Notice amear to comDare

1

I

I

Impact Fertilisers submits:
"The cost of the vessel may already include the use of the vessel's cranes
(particularly as the vessel will be required to selfdischarge in other
ports) and hence the hire of the Figee cranes, while the ships cranes
remain idle, is a double cost to the charterer."

6.88 In response, GeelongPort submits that:
"Any decision to use ship based equipment is ultimately referable to a
desire to cut costs and thereby maximise profits. Whilst the decision not to
use the more efficientfigee cranes may be rational ...from the point of
view of the individual Port user, the decision to do so comes at the
expense of other Port users...
Ifthefigee cranes are left idle while the ship's gear is being used, then
ultimately the cost of the cranes has to be borne by other Port users and
this results in increased costs to those users."

the alleged cost for use of mobile discharge equipment with the
highest tariff rate for figee cranes arising from a one-off
shipment. As such they appear to be atypical and do not provide
a sound basis for a

I
I

1

8.37

Thirdly, as noted in a series of submissions made by GeelongPort
to the ACCC, when there is a shared cargo with other fertilizer
importers, the figee rate charged is a function of the total tonnes
of all customers on the ship not the lower individual customer
tonnes. This charging structure ensures that all Port users share
in the benefit of having fewer, larger tonne discharged which
assist the overall productivity of the Port of Geelong.

8.38

Accordingly, the costs quoted in the Draft Notice by Impact
Fertilisers appears to be inaccurate. As GeelongPort noted at
paragraph 3.4 of the 16.03.07 Submissions, GeelongPort's tariff
rate for the 17,200 tonne cargo discharged by the vessel
identified by lmpact Fertilisers is $3.83 pmt and not $7.16 pmt as
the Draft Notice states. It is concerning that despite those
submissions, the Draft Notice makes use of the incorrect figure.
Had the correct figure been utilised, it appears that Impact
Fertilisers would have enjoyed a significant cost saving by using
the figee cranes.

8.39

Fourthly, the identified cost disadvantage plainly does not
account for the ability of customers such as ESA and Impact
Fertilisers to enjoy reduced tariff rates as a result of negotiations
with GeelongPort."

I

6.89 GeelongPort is of the view that there is no double cost to cargo
owners, as the ships gear is included in the charter party cost
irrespective of whether the ships gear is used or not. Regarding vessel
charter costs, GeelongPort understands:
"...vessels are chartered at a cost inclusive of all operating equipment, ie,
the existence of cranes whether utilised or not forms part of the case
charter cost. Ships typically have multi-port discharges where ships
cranes will be used when shore based cranes are not available".

+

6.90 Eastern Shipping Associates Pty Ltd (ESA) opposes the notified
conduct. It believes that "it has the propensity to increase the costs of
raw materials that will ultimately flow on to the Australian consumer".
It submits the hire of a grab and hopper (used in conjunction with
Additional Comments:
ships' gear) and labour cost at Lascelles Berth is approximately $5.95
pmt compared to the cost of using figee cranes (plus labour) of $7.68
1.
A11 existinr custolners receive a discount of 10% on tariff
pmt. ESA advises that these costs were relevant to a recent vessel that
rates
was chartered through it to discharge bulk cargo at Lascelles Wharf.
In this regard, ESA submits:
2.
Not necessarily co~nyarineapples with a ~ p l e (at
s point 6.86
-'
"Our clients were forced by Toll GeelongPort to use thefigee cranes at
o_f_~~.C.C.cCZ.~hc.G~~.!.~~~~~~rl~~.st
...~~?!~ers_t1?e.gr.ab.~~hoe~
this extra cost despite our client's wish to utilise the ship's cranes and
ancll_crane...~h~~:~~.s..th~~.~S.U.C
.cost...~.sfo~h~~p~a!~d~ab_
hired hoppers/grabs."
only. The assumption that the ship's crane is "free" is false
and it is an element of the ship's charter cost and this cost is

.
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6.91 Further, ESA submits:
"Many ships carrying bulk fertiliser to Australia have their own grabs,
and the chartererspay a premium for this as the grabs give them
flexibility to discharge at a range ofports that do not have shore based
discharging equipment. Australia has in excess of40 licensedports and
veryfew have shore based dischargefacilities. Those that do, unlike
Geelong, leave it to the port users to decide whether they will use ship or
shore based equipment."

6.92 Impact Fertilisers submits its last ships' gear discharge cost $5.15 pmt,
whereas the quote to use the Figee cranes was at a rate of $7.16 pmt.
6.93 BSBC claims the cost of using its hoppers and grabs "can be as low as
one quarter of the cost of usitig GeelongPortfigee cranes, particularly
for small volumes of product".
6.94 Some interested parties have also expressed concern that the notified
conduct removes a competitive constraint on GeelongPort's figee
crane tariff rates.
6.95 In response, GeelongPort notes that it has demonstrated a responsible
approach to pricing in the past and that it remains under a price
monitoring regime by the Essential Services Commission (ESC). In
this regard, GeelongPort notes that in the latest report from the ESC,
dated February 2007, it was reported that:
"...Port charges increased by approximately 2.0% from I July 2005,
which represented a decrease of approximately 0.4% in real terms. The
new port charges, applying since I July 2006 represents an average
increase of approximately 2.6% or approximately minus 4% in real
terms."

3.

[As part of the 'Public detriments' section, on page 33, under the heading
'Increased costs to smaller users', and under the further sub-heading 'ACCC
view']:

"....The ACCC considers the notified conduct could have the effect of
either reducing the size of discounts offered by GeelongPort in
negotiations with customers or the extent that it is willing to enter into
such negotiations.
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OVERVIEW

This addendum to Meyrick and Associates' original report is a response to questions that arose during
discussions with Australian Competition and Consumer Commission representatives on 5 October
2007.
The addendum attempts to do three things:
To provide additional information on the basis for estimates of crane productivities and congestion
costs provided in the previous report (and how these would change if a requirement to use the
Figee cranes were introduced).
In this section, we seek to clarify both the factual and analytical bases of the estimated cost savings.
We explain that the estimates of handling productivity, the share of ships using only ships cranes to
discharge their cargoes, and berth occupancy are all based on a careful analysis of seven years of
detailed data for ship calls at the berths. As a consequence, they implicitly take account of any
downstream constraints that may exist on the ability of users to take advantage of potential
productivity benefits from using the Figee cranes.
To assess the delays associated with changes in the share of ships using only ships cranes, we
necessarily rely on a theoretical analysis, since we are dealing with a future situation; but we show that
these estimates are made by the application of queuing theory in a way that is transparent, replicable,
and consistent with good practice.
We also provide some perspective on the level of queuing that currently occurs at the wharf. We
acknowledge that the delays currently experienced are very much smaller that those experienced in the
major coal ports, and are not at present at a level that would be likely to give rise to widespread
customer complaints. Nevertheless, the costs are real and substantial - and they could easily be
avoided. And they will increase rapidly over the next few years if nothing is done.
To discuss the nature of the market failure that makes it desirable to introduce a prescriptive
requirement to use the Figee cranes whenever they are appropriate and available
We identify two forms of market failure that result in private decision-making producing economically
inefficient outcomes: congestion externalities, and a 'free-rider' problem.
Examining the first of these in some detail, we estimate that, at the level of berth occupancy currently
encountered during the peak months, the ratio of the social to private costs is around five to one. This
discrepancy implies that the costs which individual users use to decide whether or not to use the Figee
cranes will be very markedly different from the total cost to port user community of that decision, and
will lead systematic and substantial under-use of the cranes.
This is exacerbated by the 'free-rider' problem. In essence, this occurs because, although all users
benefit from the lower infrastructure costs that can be achieved through the use of high productivity
handling technologies, they can participate in this benefit while not themselves contributing to its
achievement. Some users - specifically those for whom the direct cost of using the cranes exceeds
the consequent (private) savings in ships time and berth hire charges - will therefore have an
incentive to 'free ride'.
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To outline the reasons why we do not believe that changes in pricing are likely to provide a better
solution than mandating the use of the Figee cranes.
In this section we examine the possible use of congestion pricing to eliminate that the problem of
congestion externalities, and conclude that the variability of prices that would be an essential part of a
genuine congestion pricing system means that this is not a commercially realistic solution.
Nor will simply increasing berth hire charges resolve the issues. This approach is likely to be
ineffective unless there is a substantial overall increase in port charges. Simply abolishing cargobased charges and increasing berth hire charges to compensate will not lead to berth hire charges large
enough to effect the required behavioural changes. Moreover, while this approach would to some
extent provide an incentive for users to switch to more productive handling technologies, it provides a
perverse incentive for the port operator, for whom speeding up cargo handling will imply a loss of
revenue. It also significantly increases the investment risk faced by the port operator, consequently
increasing the cost of capital.
This is more than a theoretical argument. At the time of privatization in 1996, GeelongPort did not
have any cargo-based charges, and relied entirely on berth hire charges. This price structure resulted in
precisely the problems outlined above. This led GeelongPort to argue during the 1999 regulatory
review for a regulatory framework that was sufficiently flexible to allow a re-balancing of its charges
to include a cargo-based component. This argument was accepted by the regulator, and GeelongPort
subsequently adopted its current pricing structure.
Finally, we point out that the issues that GeelongPort faces at Lascelles Wharf are widespread in the
port sector. They are essentially the same as those faced by every container terminal operator and
many operators of bulk loading facilities. In these cases, the solution adopted is generally the simple
and obvious one: when high productivity handling equipment is provided, ships wishing to use the
berth are required to use it. It would be both appropriate and efficient for GeelongPort to adopt the
same approach at Lascelles Wharf.
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2.

CLARIFICATION OF ESTIMATKINOF CONGESI'ION COSTS

2.1

The dataset

The estimates of handling productivity, seasonal patterns and berth occupancy that underlie the
analysis of congestion effects at the port are based on analysis of raw data provided by Geelongport
that was undertaken by Meyrick and Associates. This data consisted of a set of 709 records of
individual ships calling at Lascelles 2 & 3 between 1 July 2000 and 3 1 May 2007.
The dataset comprised a complete census of vessels using the berths over this period, and included
details of the cargo discharged from each vessel, the date of arrival of the vessel, and the time that the
vessel spent at berth. It did not explicitly provide details of the technology employed in discharging
cargo from the vessel. However, charging information appended to the record made it possible to
identify whether shore cranes had been used; and, as the name of the vessel was included in the record,
it was also possible to identify calls made by self-discharging vessels.
The database did not include data on ship delays. All estimates of ship delays were therefore based on
the application of queuing theory.

2.2

The effect of the proposed requirement on s~~ppliers
of hoppers and grabs

The total tonnage worked across berths 2 and 3 at Lascelles Wharf between 1 July 2006 and
3 1 May 2007 (the date at which the dataset available to us ends) was 1.135 million tonnes.
Ships using Figee cranes handled 798,000 tonnes, accounting for 70.3% of the total. Self
discharge vessels - which make use of mobile hoppers - handled a hrther 197,000 tonnes,
or 17.3% of the total. The remaining 141,000 tonnes (12.4%) was discharged from ships that
used only ships cranes -these ships make use of both hired grabs and hired mobile hoppers.
The proposed requirement to use Figee cranes does not apply to self discharging vessels;
these customers remain free to hire hoppers from third parties such as Bruce Stevens in regard
to self discharge vessel tonnage. If the requirement to use Figee cranes for all non-self
discharging vessels had applied during these eleven months, it would have reduced the
opportunities for equipment providers such as Bruce Stevens by 141,000 tonnes. In other
words tonnage involving the hire of third party grabs and/or hoppers would have dropped
from 338,000 tonnes (29.7%) to 197,000 tonnes (17.3%).

2.3

Future usage of ships cranes

The discussion during the meeting identified a need to clarify the assumptions on the share of cargo
that would be discharged using ships cranes in the absence of any requirement to use the Figee cranes.
Figure 1, reproduced from our main report, shows the forecast volume of cargo worked by ships
relying solely on shipboard cranes under each of the three scenarios. The tonnages shown in the figure
relate to cargo that is worked by vessels that make no use at all of the Figee cranes.
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FIGURE1: ACTUALAND FORECAST CARGO WORKED BY SHIPS RELYING SOLELY ON SHIPBOARD CRANES
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The volume of cargo handled by ships gear has grown rapidly in last two years, and all of the forecasts
assume that, in the absence of a requirement to use the Figee cranes when these are available and
appropriate, there will be some further growth, In the 'low' scenario, the share of cargo worked by
vessels relying solely on ships cranes is assumed to increase to 17.8% of the total volume across the
berths by 20 1 1 - 12; in the medium and high scenarios, the share of cargo worked by these ship:; is
assumed to grow to 20.8% and 23.6% respectively. (In all cases, these shares express the share of
cargo worked by ships using only ships cranes as a percentage of the total volume of cargo discharged
at the berths, including cargo carried on self-discharging vessels).

2.4

Productivity

The point was made during the meeting that there are sometimes other supply chain constraints 1:hat
mean that the potential productivity advantages of using the Figee cranes cannot be fully realised. For
examples, customers may not be able to receive cargo at the rate at which it can be discharged by the
Figee cranes.
This is likely to be true in some cases. There is no hard data that would allow the impact of this efFect
to be quantified with any confidence. However, because of the way in which the analysis has been
conducted, we can be confident that any such effect has been hlly factored into our estimates.
2.4.1

Analytical approach

The existence of downstream constraints in the supply chain does not invalidate the analysis of the
potential benefits of productivity improvements stemming from the use of the Figee cranes.
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The estimates of the productivity of the Figee cranes are based on rates actually achieved over a sevenyear period. These rates therefore embed any reduction in productivity that may have arisen because
of downstream limitations. Furthermore, as Figure 1 shows, for most of this period, the volume
handled by ships cranes was very low. As cargo growth has been modest, and the cargo base
relatively stable, we can be confident that the ships that are included in the analysis are reasonably
representative of the ships that would once again use the Figee cranes if a requirement to do so were
introduced.
Our estimate of the impact of the notified conduct on productivity therefore takes into account existing
constraints on discharge rates due to the inability of customer receival systems to take full advantage
of the potential of the Figee cranes. Consequently, the benefit resulting from greater use of the cranes
estimated in our primary analysis is lower than it would be if customer receival systems were adapted
to accommodate the handling rates achievable with the Figee cranes.
2.4.2

Magnitude of the potential effect

Arguably at least, the approach that we have adopted systematically under-estimates the potential
benefits from the use of the Figee cranes. The assumption implicit in our approach is that any
constraints on discharge rates because of limitations on receival facilities will be permanent features of
the system. This is not necessarily the case. Improving the handling rates at the wharf creates the
potential for such customers to reduce costs by improving their receival facilities. The response to this
incentive is not necessarily immediate; but over time it is reasonable to expect that some, probably
most, customers will adapt their facilities to take advantage of this opportunity. This will lead to
increases in the average productivity of the cranes, and further reductions in ships costs.

2.5

Berth utilisation

At a particular level of berth occupancy, delays to vessels awaiting a berth will exceed the limits at
which the associated costs are regarded as an operational annoyance and become an unacceptable
additional cost factor. The precise level at which this occurs depends on a number of factors, but, for
berths with similar characteristics to Lascelles, a widely accepted rule-of-thumb is that berth
occupancy should not exceed 60%.
As pointed out in our earlier report, as a result of pronounced seasonal variation in demand, berth
occupancy at Lascelles Wharf varies considerably through the year. Because queue formation is
highly non-linear, using an annual average occupancy would seriously under-estimate the level of
queuing for the services of the berth.
Ideally, the analysis would break the year into relatively short periods (two-weeks or a month) and
calculate congestion effects separately for each period. However, matters are complicated by the fact
that there are actually two peak periods - a short peak early in the financial year in July, probably
associated with the soil preparation prior to planting winter crops, and a more sustained peak in
February to AprilMay, as fertiliser is distributed by back-loading farm and rural transport bringing
grain to the port terminal and to container packers in the Geelong region. Moreover, the timing of
these peaks -particularly the secondary peak -also varies to some extent from year to year.
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Our approach to accommodating these complexities was to divide the year into two periods: a pe,ak
period of three months; and a non-peak period consisting of the remaining nine months. Analysis of
shipping data for 200516 (full year data for 200617 was not available) indicated that 44% of vessel
calls occurred during the peak three months. By multiplying the number of vessels calling by the
average tonnes discharged, and dividing by the average cargo handling rate, it is possible to estimate
the average berth occupancy during both peak and non-peak periods.
The average cargo handling rate will vary with the extent to which ships cranes are used. By
appropriately weighting the handling rate achieved when Figee cranes are employed and the rate
achieved when only ships cranes are used, a representative handling rate can be derived for any given
assumption on the extent of ships crane use. The difference between handling rates will lead to
differences in berth occupancy under various scenarios (see Table 1 ).

TABLE1: ESTIMATED
BERTH OCCUPANCY UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS ON THE USE OF SHIPS CRANES
Use of Figee cranes required
Peak
Off-peak
High use of ships cranes
Peak
Off-peak
Medium use of ships cranes
Peak
Off-peak
Low use of ships cranes
Peak

2.6

-

51%
22%

53%
23%

55%
24%

57%
25%

60%~
26Yj

56%
24%

59%
25%

62%
27%

65%
28%

68Y0
29Y0

56%
24%

59%
25%

62%
26%

64%
28%

67%
29%

56%

58%

61%

64%

66%

Estimation of vessel delays

With these berth occupancy levels, it is possible to estimate the average delay that would be incurred
by vessels on the basis of queuing theory (the precise formula used is provided in the appendix to the
original report). The resulting delays are shown in Table 2 below. Also shown is the expected
average number of vessels in the queue.
These estimates show that, even with extensive use of ships cranes, present delays and queue lengths
in Geelong are small relative to those currently experienced at the major coal ports. This may explain
why congestion at the port has not been raised with the Commission by users. Present delays are, even
during peak periods, within the range that port users are likely to regards as 'normal'. However, the
table also shows that we have now reached a stage at which the expected growth in cargo volume over
the berth will lead to significant increases in delays during peak months unless the most productive
available handling technology - the Figee cranes - is used. It is for this reason that GeelongPolrt is
seeking to make the use of the cranes mandatory.
The table also shows that, even at current traffic levels, a significant reduction in delays can. be
achieved. By 201 1-12, the achievable reduction in delays could rise to as much as 24 hours per ship
during the peak months.
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TABLE2: ESTIMATED
BERTH OCCUPANCY UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS ON THE USE OF SHIPS CRANES
2007-08

Use of Figee cranes required
Average delays (hours) - peak
Average delays (hours) - off-peak
Average queue length (ships) - peak
Average delays (ships) - off-peak
High use of ships cranes
Average delays (hours) - peak
Average delays (hours) - off-peak
Average queue length (ships) peak
Average queue length (ships) - off-peak
Medium use of ships cranes
Average delays (hours) - peak
Average delays (hours) - off-peak
Average queue length (ships) - peak
Average queue length (ships) - off-peak
Low use of ships cranes
Average delays (hours) - peak
Average delays (hours) - off-peak
Average queue length (ships) - peak
Average queue length (ships) off-peak

-

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

8.41
0.22
0.37
0.02

10.06
0.26
0.42
0.03

12.07
0.30
0.49
0.03

14.54
0.35
0.56
0.03

17.59
0.41
0.66
0.04

14.34
0.35
0.52
0.03

19.25
0.45
0.65
0.04

25.37
0.56
0.80
0.04

32.83
0.69
0.98
0.05

41.74
0.83
1.19
0.05

13.88
0.34
0.51
0.03

18.14
0.43
0.62
0.03

23.40
0.53
0.76
0.04

29.81
0.64
0.92
0.05

37.52
0.76
1.10
0.05

13.43
0.33
0.50
0.03

17.09
0.41
0.60
0.03

21.58
0.49
0.72
0.04

27.06
0.59
0.86
0.04

33.71
0.70
1.03
0.05

Although delays at present experienced are not at a level that is likely to give rise to widespread
customer complaints, they represent an avoidable waste of resources. In our original report, we
estimate the cost of this waste in 2007-08 at in the range $0.7-$0.8 million (the range reflects different
assumptions on precisely how many ships are discharged using only ships cranes).
In absolute terms, this cost is small compared to the level of resources wasted through avoidable
queuing costs in the major coal ports. But the underlying issues are very similar; in order to ensure
that facilities used by a variety of users are efficiently used, it is necessary to ensure that each
individual user behaves in such a way that the productive capacity of the shared assets is maximised.
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MARKET FAILURE ISSUES

The Commission has reasonably asked why, if it is economically efficient for them to do so, port ust:rs
do not voluntarily use the most productive cargo-handling technologies available.
Before addressing this question directly, it is worth noting that the majority of users of the berths do in
fact make the decision to use high productivity handling methods purely on the grounds of selfinterest. Despite the recent increase in the use of ships cranes, in 2006-7 71% of all cargo at the berths
was discharged from ships that made use Figee cranes. A further 17% used self-discharging vessels,
which, on average, achieve very similar cargo handling rates to those achieved by the Figee cranes.
Only around 12% relied solely on ships cranes. In section 2.1, we make it clear that, even in the
'high' case, we do not expect this share to rise above 24% by 20 11-12.
Nevertheless, it is clear from their actions that, for a minority of users, the private benefit of using
high productivity technology does not exceed the private cost of doing so. The need to introduce a
requirement to use the Figee cranes when available and appropriate arises because there is a
divergence between the private costs and benefits taken into account by each port user acting
independently, and the public costs and benefits to which these actions give rise. This divergence
arises for two main reasons: because of congestion externalities; and because of an inherent free-rider
problem. Although there is some inter-relationship between these two issues, they are conceptua.lly
distinct, and in the interests of clarity and brevity it is best to consider them separately.
In the following sub-sections, we deal with each in turn.

3.1

Congestion externalities

When congestion arises as a result of competing demand for a common resource, private decisions
have public consequences.
The decision of each individual port user to use a slower cargo handling method will mean that it \will
itself incur increases in the cost of ships time. But it will also impose additional costs on other users
whose ships are already waiting for the berth, or which might arrive during the time that the first ship
is working its cargo. The vessels will incur additional delays as a result of the decisions of the first
ship, but they have no control over these decisions. Moreover, as berth utilisation levels increase, the
impact of the original decision will begin to cascade through subsequent arrivals, and have an effect
that extends well beyond the time of departure of the original ship.
This effect is most dramatic when congestion is extreme, and ship queues are long and highly visible.
But even at quite low levels of berth utilisation the congestion externalities associated with a decision
to use low productivity equipment are not insignificant.
Queuing theory can be used to determine the extent of these external costs. The basic equations f13ra
two-berth queuing system with random arrivals were provided as an Appendix to our original report,
and for ease of reference attached also to this Addendum. The relationship shown in Figure 2 is based
on these equations.
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FIGURE2: RATIOOF SOCIAL TO PRIVATE COST AT VARIOUS BERTH OCCUPANCY LEVELS
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The curve shows the relationship between the social cost and private cost of a decision to use low
productivity handling equipment (in this case, ships cranes) at various levels of berth occupancy'.
(Please note that the vertical axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale, as the ratio becomes very large as
occupancy approaches 80%).
At Lascelles 2 & 3, the average berth occupancy during the peak months is currently around 56%.
Figure 2 shows that, at this level, the ratio of the social to private costs is around 5 to 1. That is, if a
user decides to use only ships cranes to discharge its cargo, and this increases the time the ship spends
at berth by 10 hours, it will (on average) lead to delays to other vessels totalling 40 hours. (The 40
hours delay to other vessels, plus the 10 additional hours taken by the vessel using the slower handling
technology, provide a total social cost of 50 hours of delay - five times the delay suffered by the
initiating vessel).

'

To avoid making an already complex discussion even more complex, in this subsection we will focus exclusively on the
cost of ship's time, which is the cost element affected by congestion. Within this subsection, 'private cost' is therefore a
shorthand for 'the change in the cost of ship's time incurred by the party making the decision on which handling technology
to use', and 'social cost' is shorthand for 'the total of the changes in the cost of ship's time incuned by all port users,
including the party making the decision on which handling technology to use'.
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Figure 2 also shows that, even when berth occupancy is low, this effect, though much diminished, is
not trivial. During the off-peak months, the average berth occupancy is around 24% - a level at
which congestion is not generally considered to be significant. Even at this level, however, a vessel
spending an extra 10 hours at berth because it chooses to use an inefficient cargo handling technique
would cause (on average) total delays of approximately 3 hours to other vessels.
Analysis of historical data shows that around 44% of vessels call during the peak months, and 56% in
the off-peak. Using these proportions, we estimate the weighted average ratio of social to private cost
of 2.9. In other words, the charterer of the vessels deciding to use ships cranes will bear, on average,
only around 35% of the total social cost of that decision; the rest will be borne by other port users,
who have no effective say in the decision.
This leads to a systematic bias in favour of using ships cranes, and corresponding under-utilisation of
the Figee cranes.

3.2

Free rider problem

The free rider problem arises because, while all users benefit from the fact that high productivity
handling equipment is available and widely used, they will benefit even more if they can avoid beariing
any of the associated cost.
It is easiest to explain how this occurs by comparing the two extreme cases in which either all vessels
use only ships cranes, or no vessels rely only on ships cranes. The typical productivity achieved by
ships relying exclusively on ships cranes at Lascelles 2 & 3 is around 65% that achieved by ships
using shore cranes or self-discharging vessels.
For any given level of service, the potential
throughput of the berths if all ships used these high productivity technologies would therefore be
around 50% higher than it would be if all ships used ships cranes. Equivalently, the cost per t o m s of
cargo handled of providing adequate berth space would be a little over one-third lower.
All users share in the benefit of this reduced cost. Now consider the decision-making framework for
the charterer of a vessel for which the difference between the direct cost of using Figee cranes and the
direct cost of using ships cranes is greater that the value of the ships time savings that it would realise
through the faster handling rates. If just this vessel alone elected NOT to use high productivity
handling technology, the overall effect on the cost of berth provision would be very small. The vessel
would still benefit from the cost reductions resulting from the decisions made by all other users to use
high productivity handling methods, even though it did not contribute to achieving these reductions.
That is, it could 'free ride' on the back of the efforts of others to reduce the cost of berth provisi~on,
while also having the advantage of lower direct handling costs.
Under these circumstances, relying on each party to make independent decisions on what handling
technology to use will lead to economically inefficient outcomes.
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A PRICING SOLUTION?

To address the failures discussed in the previous section, Geelongport has introduced a requirement
for ships to use the Figee cranes where these are available and appropriate. The Commission has
asked whether the problems could not be resolved through pricing changes, which would preserve the
ability of users to choose whether or not to use the Figee cranes.
One pricing solution that has been raised would be to bundle the berth services with the services of the
Figree cranes, and offer a single price for this bundle, irrespective of whether the cranes are used or
not. A special rate could be struck for self-discharging vessels so that they were not disadvantaged by
this change. But we accept that this approach is tantamount to introducing a requirement to use the
Figee cranes under the guise of a pricing change.
In considering whether there are pricing solutions that would deliver the same or greater benefits as
the proposed requirements, it is important that due weight is given to institutional, commercial and
administrative practicalities of pricing options as well as their theoretical appeal. It is one thing to
develop theoretical pricing strategies that will in principle deliver improvements in economic
efficiency; it is another to craft pricing improvements that are simple, predictable, responsive and
transparent enough to be commercially realistic.

4.1

Congestion pricing

There is an extensive economic literature on optimal pricing under congested conditions. This
literature has had virtually no impact on pricing practice in any port of which we are aware, and very
little on any infrastructure pricing.
There are many reasons for this. The most important is that efficient congestion pricing must be
variable in real time. There are both short- and long-term dimensions to this.
4.1.1

Short-term variation

The short-term dimension is that congestion in ports, including Geelong, varies from season to season
and from day to day. 'True' congestion charges - that is, prices that reflect the social costs of
decisions under congested conditions - would need to reflect these changes. Since commitments to
charter ships and import cargoes must be made well in advance of the date of arrival in the port, the
level of the appropriate charges would be unknown at the time the commitment was made. This
would clearly be totally unworkable from a commercial perspective.
This could be alleviated to some extent by an averaging of the congestion charges over an extended
period; for example, by setting a charge for the peak period based on the predicted levels of
congestions throughout that period. But it is not difficult to demonstrate that this sort of averaging
rapidly diminishes the potential gains from introducing a congestion charge. Moreover, the data
shows that both the duration and the precise timing of the peak periods in Geelong vary from year to
year.
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Long-term

The long-term dimension arises from the fact the investment in port facilities is typically 'lumpy'.
Because this is the case, congestion typically increases gradually until additional capacity is added,
then drops sharply. Appropriate congestion prices would therefore also rises over a period - at first
slowly, but then very steeply - and would then fall precipitously.
To make matters worse, the rise would be most rapid during the period at which the inhstructure is
most likely to have been fully written off; the fall would of course take place immediately after major
new investment was made. It is difficult to imagine a pattern of price changes that would be mare
completely at odds with the normal commercial expectations of both port users and port investors.
For all of these reasons, it seems reasonable to dismiss any attempt to improve user behaviour throu,gh
the use of congestion pricing as commercially impractical.

4.2

Greater reliance on hourly charges

A simpler approach is to introduce a general increase in hourly berth charges, and by so doing to
provide a greater incentive for vessels to clear the berth as quickly as possible.
There are both regulatory and competitive limits to the extent to which this can be done.
The regulatory limits arise because the provision of berths is defined as prescribed service in Section
49 of the Port Services Act 1996, and as such is subject to regulation by the Essential Services
Commission (ESC). Current regulatory arrangements have been in place since 2005 when, in
response to what it saw as increasing competition for the port services provided by the regional ports
of Victoria, the ESC introduced a new 'light handed' price monitoring regime of price regulation at
these ports (including Geelong). The regime includes extensive disclosure requirements and the threat
of the re-introduction of more intrusive regulation - including the possibility of mandatory price caps
- if the Commission concludes that the monitoring regime is not effective.
As a matter of policy the Commission declined to define precisely the behaviour that would lead to a
reversion to a more prescriptive regulatory form. However, in defining 'overarching pricing
principles' elsewhere in its report, the Commission states that 'charges for prescribed services
should ...not provide a sustained level of revenue that is significantly above that which would be or
would have been sufficient to meet the efficient long-run costs of providing the prescribed servic'es'
(ESC, 2004, pl19). The Commission also notes that, in assessing the effectiveness of the regime, it
will consider 'changes in pricing structure - especially changes which appear to be detrimental to
interests of captive users' (ESC, 2004, 115). Both of these statements suggest that a substan1:ial
increase in berth hire charges would be likely to be viewed by the Commission as evidence that .the
regime was not effective -unless there was an equivalent reduction in cargo-based charges.
Competitive forces would have substantially the same effect. Geelongport faces competition from
other ports both within and outside Victoria. While some users have substantial investments in storage
facilities, and may find it difficult to move to another port, others do not, and would find it quite easy.
A substantial overall increase in the cost of using the port would raise the risk of significant loss of
trade.
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For both of these reasons, the only relevant pricing change that is practically available to GeelongPort
is to change the balance between berth hire and wharfage changes while keeping the combined
revenue from the two charges more-or-less constant.
This has some superficial appeal. All other things being equal, higher hourly berth charges should
increase the incentive for users to use higher productivity handling techniques, and hence reduce
congestion and increase effective berth capacity.
However, there are at least three significant problems with this approach.
The first is that the magnitude of the pricing change that could be effected within the constraint of
constant overall revenue is unlikely to be sufficient to induce the desirable behavioural changes,
Analysis of the database provided by GeelongPort shows that these vessels currently spend on average
of 36 hours in port. By using the Figee cranes, they could reduce this to around 24 hours. At the
current level of berth hire charges, this would reduce the berth charges payable by around $2,400. The
approximate value of the potential savings in ships time is around $12,000 at current charter rates.
The total private cost saving that could currently be achieved by reducing the time at berth is therefore
around $14,400.
Revenue from berth hire charges for ships using Lascelles 2 & 3 in 200718 will be approximately
equal to revenue from cargo-based charges. Transferring the entire burden of charges to time-based
berth charges, and eliminating cargo based charges entirely, would therefore result in berth charges
that were approximately twice those currently in force. The increase in the incentive to clear the berth
quickly that would be achieved by abandoning wharfage charges and relying solely on berth hire
charges would be limited to around $2,400 per vessel. This amounts to an increase of around 16% in
the total. This may induce some vessels to change their choice of cargo handling technology, but it is
unlikely to be enough to completely reverse the recent trend towards increased use of ships cranes.
The second problem is that a heavy reliance on time-related charges provides appropriate incentives to
port users to improve cargo handling rates, but provides perverse incentives to the port operator. Timebased charges mean that, by improving the rate at which cargo can be handled, and consequently
reducing the total amount of time ships spend at berth, the port operator will actually reduce its
revenue. It does not benefit from the reduction in congestion, because congestion costs are borne
(collectively) by the port users.
Finally, heavy reliance on time-based charges increases the risk associated with irreversible
investment in port infrastructure, and consequently acts to suppress investment and increase the cost of
capital. Investment in basic port infrastructure is usually both lumpy and irreversible, and therefore
risky. From the port operator's perspective, the best way to reduce this risk is to recover the cost of
the investment through lump sum payments or contracted take-or-pay arrangements. But this option is
not usually available for multi-user facilities such as Lascelles Wharf. The next best option is to rely
on volume-based charges such as wharfage; in this case, the operator must bear the basic demand risk,
over which it may hope to exercise some control. But relying on time-based charges exposes the
operator to a range of other risks - for instance, the decision by customers to switch to selfdischarging vessels - over which it cannot exercise any control, which it will find difficult to predict,
and which will reduce its revenue without reducing its costs.
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Finally, it is worth noting that, in the early 1990s, there was considerable debate on appropriate port
charging structures, with a number of reports recommending a movement away from reliance (on
wharfage. Partly in response to this, the (then) Port of Geelong Authority radically changed its pricing
structures, abolished cargo-based charges and switched entirely to time-based berth hire charges. The
result was that, as a result of improvements in waterfront productivity, it saw its revenue base decline
while the fixed costs of providing and maintaining its infrastructure remained unchanged. It was
therefore trapped in a continuing cycle of increasing its time-based charges in order to maintain its
revenue, at a time when other ports, benefiting from a growth in trade volumes, were reducing their
volume-based charges. This was the situation that the purchasers of the port inherited at the time of
privatisation, and with which they were forced to live during the initial years of price regulation.
During the first review of the regulation of the Victorian ports by the Office of the Regulator-General
(ORG), GeelongPort made forceful representation regarding both the commercial difficulties arising
from its pricing structure and the perverse incentives that it entailed, and sought to persuade the
regulator that future regulatory arrangements should allow it to restructure its prices to reduce its
reliance on time-based charges. The ORG was persuaded by these arguments, and the regulatory
system put in place as a result of the review was sufficiently flexible to allow this restructuring to take
place. The result was the balanced pricing structure now in place.
It would seem undesirable, unreasonable and unnecessary to create a situation in which the only option
available to the port operator in order to eliminate the inefficiencies resulting from the use of low
productivity handling technologies is to revert to a pricing strategy that has been tried; has proven
unsatisfactory; and has been acknowledge as counter-productive by the Victorian regulator.

4.3

Industry practice

The market failures discussed in Section 3 above, and the difficulty of dealing with these issues
through pricing discussed in this Section, are by no means unique to GeelongPort. They are
characteristics of much of the port industry. All container terminals face similar issues; they resolve
them by directly or indirectly requiring that all vessels use the high productivity loading equipment
provided by the terminal operator. The operator of a common user container terminal would not be
expected to permit some vessels to use their own gear at the expense of overall terminal efficiency and
the common benefit of all users.
The same is true of many bulk terminals. Coal ships calling at dedicated coal berths are loaded using
the high productivity bulk loading equipment available at these berths: vessels calling at, say, PWCS
berths in Newcastle are not free to decide whether they will use the coal loaders, or make other
arrangements for the loading of their coal. The same is true at grain berths where high productivity
bulk loading systems are installed.
These cases are not identical with the case of Lascelles wharf. But the differences are incidental and
ultimately irrelevant; they have to do with the specific characteristics of the handling equipment, the
relative recency of its introduction, the nature of cargo handled, and the fact that these cargoes
continue to be handled in other ports by less productive means. The essential character of 1:he
problem faced by the facility operator is the same. It is therefore not surprising the solution proposed
by GeelongPort is also the same
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF QUEUEING DELAYS
Time spent in port has been calculated using the simplifying assumption that ships arrive at random
with an average interval between arrivals of h and that service time at berth is also random, with a
mean of p. In both cases, the variables are assumed to be distributed according to a negative
exponential distribution.
This allows the delays to be calculated using the standard formulae for a (M1Wc):GDlcolco) queue.
These formulae are given below.

Which, for a two-server queue, resolves to:

Which, for a two-server queue, reduces to

Where:
h is the mean inter-arrivaI headway
p is the mean service time
p is the ratio of inter-arrival time to mean services time(=h/p)
c is the number of servers
pa is the probability that the queue is empty
L, is the average length of the queue
W, is the average wait in the queue
W, is the average total time in the system.
Reference: Hamdy A Taha 1976, Operations Research: An introduction, 2"dEd, Macmillan, New
York.

